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David Zabransky
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Sean Phillips
On April 18th, 2015, numerous officers responded to a domestic dispute. Video footage from the
body camera on Officer Phillip shows: Phillips entering the apartment after his Sgt, SGT Zabransky,
forcibly opened the apartment door. Officer Phillips then walked towards the man in the apartment
and grabbed him by the left side of his throat for four seconds. Then the man fell backwards to the
ground sufficiently forcefully that he broke a rib. After the incident, the body camera footage shows
Officer Phillips ask Sgt Zabransky a “Assault or choke.” Zabransky responded, “Medical
condition...I’m sure he’ll tell you something else. Discon violent behavior, OGA.” Zabransky also
stated to Phillips, “We gotta do some paperwork to cover up for the bleeding. We caused an injury.”
In his CCRB interview, Officer Phillips recounted the event and said that while he was speaking to
Sgt Zabransky, the man was flailing his arms and aggressively walking towards Zabransky. It was in
response to this action, Phillips claimed, that grabbed the man by his left collarbone and right bicep
to attempt to move him out of the way. Phillips testified that the man charged at him, and that
while charging the man tripped and fell backward, causing his rib injury. After being shown the
video, which showed him , Phillips stated that the video spoke for itself and he wasn’t going to
change his statement.
Officer Spengenberg testified in his CCRB interview that Officer Phillip’s takedown of the man was
consistent with Phillip’s statement (that he grabbed the man's collarbone and arm). Spengenberg
denied that Phillips made any contact with the man’s neck, even after being shown the body camera
footage.
The CCRB substantiated allegations that Officer Phillips was discourteous and used a prohibited
chokehold. It substantiated an allegation that Sergeant Zabransky was discourteous.
It found that all three officers made false official statements in their interviews with the CCRB.
The NYPD did not discipline Officer Spengenberg. It issued instructions to Sergeant Zebransky.
Officer Phillips was tried in the NYPD trial room before an NYPD administrative judge. The
administrative judge ruled that PO Phillps did not use a “chokehold” because, while his hand was on
the man’s neck, the move did not apply “pressure to the throat or windpipe, which may have
prevented or hindered {the victim’s} breathing or reduced his intake of air.” The judge
acknowledged that the video was “not consistent with Respondent’s memory,” it ruled that the
move was not a chokehold and found PO Phillps not guilty. He was not disciplined for the incident.
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1. POM Henry Spengenberg

19477

§ 87(2)(b)
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2. POM Sean Phillips

11911

§ 87(2)(b)

103 PCT

3. SGT David Zabransky

04657

§ 87(2)(b)

103 PCT

4. POM Christophe Dimarzo
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§ 87(2)(b)

103 PCT
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1. POM Stephen Loschiavo
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§ 87(2)(b)
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103 PCT
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A . SGT David Zabransky

Abuse of Authority: Sgt. David Zabransky authorized the
entry of § 87(2)(b)
in Queens.

A.

§ 87(2)(g)

B . SGT David Zabransky

Discourtesy: Sgt. David Zabransky spoke rudely to §(b)87(2)
.

B.

§ 87(2)(g)

C . POM Sean Phillips

Force: PO Sean Phillips used a chokehold against §(b)87(2)
.

C.

§ 87(2)(g)

D . POM Sean Phillips

Discourtesy: PO Sean Phillips spoke rudely to § 87(2)(b)

.

D.

§ 87(2)(g)

E . POM Christophe Dimarzo

Discourtesy: PO Christopher Dimarzo spoke rudely to §(b)87(2)
.

E.

§ 87(2)(g)

F . SGT David Zabransky

Other: Sgt. David Zabransky provided a false official
statement in violation of Patrol Guide procedure 203-08

F.

§ 87(2)(g)

G . POM Sean Phillips

Other: PO Sean Phillips provided a false official statement in G .
violation of Patrol Guide procedure 203-08.

§ 87(2)(g)

H . POM Henry Spengenberg

Other: PO Henry Spengenberg provided a false official
statement in violation of Patrol Guide procedure 203-08

§ 87(2)(g)

H.

§ 87(4-b), § 87(2)(g)
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Evidence
Body Camera Footage
Lt. Steve Alfano of IAB Group 54 provided a CD containing video footage from PO
Phillip’ body camera from this incident. The footage depicts two scenes, the first being the entry
and § 87(2)(b)
s apprehension, and the second being a conversation between PO Phillips and Sgt.
Zabransky some minutes later. The investigation received an identical copy of this footage from
NYPD Legal Department on a later date.
The body camera was mounted on PO Phillips’ right shoulder at the time of the incident.
Scene #1 (03 Board Review):
There is no sound for the first thirteen seconds. PO Phillips stands outside the door to a
home while Sgt. Zabransky shines a flashlight at the door knob. At 00:07, Sgt. Zabransky kicks
the door and gains entry. As the door opens, § 87(2)(b)
can be seen shirtless holding an item in the
background. Sgt. Zabransky and PO Phillips enter, and the sound comes on. § 87(2)(b)
is
shouting, saying “You gonna put me in cuffs again.”
At 00:18 Sgt. Zabransky gestures to something in § 87(2)(b)
s left hand out of sight behind
a door, and says “Put that down.” § 87(2)(b)
replies, “Put that down, my ass,” And then throws the
item off screen [In his statement, Sgt. Zabransky believed this to be a cigarette].
There is the sound of indistinct shouting, and Sgt. Zabransky says, “Because I told you
so…Go over there.” § 87(2)(b)
begins screaming at 00:36. At 00:37 Sgt. Zabransky says, “Go
over there. Stop being so fucking dramatic. Move over.”
In response, § 87(2)(b)
says “Fuck man, I’ll stomp you for that.” Sgt. Zabransky walks to
§ 87(2)(b)
s left, giving PO Phillips a clear path. PO Phillips advances and grabs § 87(2)(b)
by left
side of his throat for four seconds (00:42 to 00:46). At 00:46 § 87(2)(b)
trips and falls to the
ground on his back. PO Phillips grabs § 87(2)(b)
s left arm and § 87(2)(b)
says repeatedly, “You
broke my ribs, oh God.” There are several seconds of screaming and shouting while PO Phillips
handcuffs § 87(2)(b)
says, “Go ahead, go ahead.” At 1:01 PO Philips tells § 87(2)(b)
to “Shut the
fuck up.” Moments later, the camera depicts other officers gathering around § 87(2)(b)
on the
ground. At 1:20 PO Phillips says, “We’re here to help, you fucking idiot.” § 87(2)(b)
then says
the officers cracked his ribs, and PO Dimarzo replies, “Good.”
At 1:45 a female is heard screaming. The officers pull § 87(2)(b)
to his feet and he says,
“I’m fuck with you. You wanna work at the gym, nigga. I’m forty fucking years, forty years old.
Get my shoes on. Stop the bullshit.” The scene ends.
Scene #2 (03 Board Review):
Sgt. Zabransky is speaking with PO Phillips, with PO Dimarzo standing off to the left
side of the frame. PO Phillips says, “Assault or choke.” Sgt. Zabransky responds, “Medical
condition...I’m sure he’ll tell you something else. Discon violent behavior, OGA.” A beeping
sound is heard around 2:23. At 2:25 Sgt. Zabransky states to PO Phillips, “We gotta do some
paperwork to cover up for the bleeding. We caused an injury.” PO Casey walks from a back
room and gives Sgt. Zabransky some shoelaces; Sgt. Zabransky then walks away. PO Phillips
briefly enters the bedroom where § 87(2)(b)
is sitting up being treated by two EMTs. The
scene ends.
SPRINT
SPRINT event § 87(2)(b)
(10 Board Review) indicates that at 3:40 a.m.,
§ 87(2)(b)
called 911 to complain that a male was choking her and she could not
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